
 

 

Mini Case Studies for Climate Detectives 
– Forests and Climate Change  
 
NOTE: Teachers/ mentors will use the case studies to identify the topic their Climate Detectives team will 
investigate and to guide them during the different phases of the project. In the template teachers will find some 
questions as suggestions to be asked to the students! The questions are not exhaustive, and the teachers may 
decide on their own specific focus within a given research area. 
**Important Note: to complete this challenge the school must be enrolled in the ArcGIS for Schools programme. 

This is offered free to all schools and students in Ireland – contact 5S.Surveyors@mu.ie for more info and allow 

for some time to do this if not already enrolled. 

Be a Climate Detective! 

A - Introduction to the topic to be investigated (PHASE 1) 

Topic – The Role of Forests in Ireland to Mitigate Climate Change 

A1. Data to be analysed 

- Spatial datasets in ArcGIS Online including: 

o Land cover – CORINE EU satellite-derived maps of land cover, with a filtered 

layer with location/amount of natural and forest areas 

o Deforested areas, especially re: natural preserve areas and areas close to the 

school 

o Aerial images 

o Nature preservation areas 

o EU Copernicus Sentinel satellite imagery, including:  

o Vegetation imagery 

o Natural colour imagery 

o Biomass Carbon Stored map 

‘Ground Truthing’: Exploring your area and comparing to spatial datasets 

Resources 

- SatelliteSkill5 a free Augmented Reality (AR) phone/tablet App addressing satellite 

data, aerial imagery, biomass, and forestry. 

- ArcGIS Online – An online platform for exploring spatial data, building interactive 

maps and presenting data in StoryMaps – narrative-based online reports which can 

include text, maps, video, web apps and more. ArcGIS Online is free for all schools, 

teachers, and students in Ireland through the ArcGIS for Schools programme.  

- ArcGIS Sentinel Explorer. 

A2. Research Question 

How do forests in Ireland and your local area contribute to reducing global climate 

change?  

Tips: This may involve looking into topics including: 

- The forests and trees in your local area. 
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- The relationship between the amount and type of trees, greenhouse gas emissions 

and storage, and land use and policy at local, national and regional levels. 

- What are ways that you could learn more, influence or participate in these 

relationships? 

How to be a Climate Detective! 

Carrying out a project looking at forests in Ireland from space 

• Does the Research question fit the theme of climate? 

Yes.  It examines the forest and tree relation to greenhouse gasses/climate change, and how 

satellites help in this effort. 

 

• Is the question focused on a single problem or issue?  

Yes.  It is focussed on identifying the local and regional landscape on the issues of trees and 

forests and their potential impact in global climate change. 

 

• Is the question too broad or too narrow?  

No.  It identifies a local scale problem but establishes links to a wider global issue.  Students 

can look at just the impact of trees/forests in local areas or can expand it out to study links 

with national and global issues of forestation and greenhouse gasses. 

Figure 1. Be a Climate Detective! How to go about carrying out a climate detective project on forestry in Ireland 

1: Learn about the forests and 
their role in climate change 

and Carbon in the atmosphere
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challenges to learn how 
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investigate the role of 

forests in Ireland.
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Plan, with a primary 
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5: Evaluate your findings 
and present maps. 
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•  Is the question clear and concise?  

Yes.  It is clearly defined and testable in school. 

 

• Is the answer to the question too readily available?  

No.  It involves some research in school and gathering of primary data as well as desk 

research and gathering information from secondary sources. 

 

• Is the question feasible (consider timeframe, access to resources, student capability)? 

Yes.  The data on global and forest biomass, forestry, preservation areas and satellite 

imagery are freely available and there are a number of options for gathering primary data 

depending on time and resources. 

A3. Background information 

Before we investigate the links between air pollution and climate change, we need to 

understand what we mean by climate change. This article from the ESA Climate Office can 

help 

What is Climate and Climate Change? 

 

Forests are important part of the earth’s natural processes regulating and reducing carbon 

in the atmosphere. The short video below from the United Nations (UN) Food and 

Agriculture Organization illustrates some of the ways forests and trees trap and store 

carbon as they grow. 

Forests and Climate Change 

 

To learn more about how we can study the impact of forests on climate change, this video 

from PBS (the United States’ Public Broadcasting Service) presents the interesting story of a 

researcher contrasting how old-growth and new-growth forests store carbon. 

The Surprising Truth Behind Planting Trees and Climate Change 

 

This video from The Economist highlights recent examples from Ireland and other countries. 

Climate change: the trouble with trees | The Economist 

 

This Irish Examiner 2021 news article presents the debate on reforesting in Ireland: 

Irish Examiner: Seeing the wood for the trees — why our Sitka planting policy needs the 

chop 

Carbon drawn from the atmosphere is a building block of all forests and clearly must be part 

of any strategy to reduce greenhouse gasses. However, forests are complex ecosystems, 

and the studying these are key to understanding how trees help in the fight against climate 

change. One tool we have for observing forests in Ireland and around the world are earth 

observation satellites, orbiting the earth and monitoring the earth with special cameras.  

Copernicus is the European Union's Earth observation programme coordinated and 

managed for the European Commission by the European Union Agency for the Space 

Programme in partnership with the European Space Agency (ESA) and the EU Member 

https://climate.esa.int/en/evidence/what-is-climate-and-climate-change/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wrb4b28dgcU&ab_channel=FoodandAgricultureOrganizationoftheUnitedNations
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LDdKOmvIKyg&ab_channel=PBSTerra
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EXkbdELr4EQ&t=400s&ab_channel=TheEconomist
https://www.irishexaminer.com/news/spotlight/arid-40722030.html
https://www.irishexaminer.com/news/spotlight/arid-40722030.html


 

 

States. These “Sentinel” satellites contribute to efforts of sustainability and action against 

climate change.  

A4. Investigation Plan 

You can learn about how the Sentinel satellites observe forests and trees from space, and 

much more, on the free SatelliteSkill5 AR app for smartphones and tablets. You can find and 

download the app here: 

 

SatelliteSkill5 App - https://5sdiscover.maynoothuniversity.ie/app/ 

 

After you complete the tutorial introducing you to the data, you should complete the 

challenges on “Satellite Orbits”, “Secret Shapes” and “Fierce Fires”. These explain how 

satellites observes vegetation from orbit and unlock some data to get you started for your 

study. 

 

You can also learn more about how EU satellites observe the earth and help in the work 

towards sustainability across the globe in this collection of StoryMap activities produced by 

5*S: 

 

5 Star S StoryMaps - https://arcg.is/CDyaf0  

 

Now that the topic and the research question have been discussed, it is time to plan which 

data the team need to collect. The final step in Phase 1 of Climate Detectives is the 

submission of an investigation plan. You can find ideas for data collection in section B, which 

may help you with submitting your investigation plan. 

 

• What do you know about the topic to be investigated? 

Figure 2. The SatelliteSkill5 AR app, showing challenges "Satellite Orbits", "Secret Shapes" and "Fierce Fires". 

https://5sdiscover.maynoothuniversity.ie/downloads/
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/collections/d4fced42dfa047fcb86680b135c06dbb


 

 

• What would you like to know about the topic that you will investigate? 

• How does the topic that you selected affects/relates with you, your community or local 

environment? 

• What do you think you will discover as a conclusion of your investigation? 

• Describe how you plan to investigate the climate problem and which data you plan to 

analyse (For the Investigation Plan) 

B – Data collection and analysis (PHASE 2) 

To connect the issues of forests in your local area and Ireland to the global issue of climate 

change, students can collect and analyse data from a number of sources. Spatial data is 

‘data with location’ and you will have been introduced to this in the SatelliteSkill5 intro 

challenge. This data can be analysed and presented in ArcGIS Online, a Geographical 

Information System (GIS) software developed by Esri to analyse spatial data, make maps and 

present them online.  

Video and step-by step guides to the following resources can be found here: 

Part 1 – Making an ArcGIS Online Web Map and adding data 

Video  

Steps  

Part 2 – Local resources 

Video  

Part 3 – ArcGIS Online - StoryMapping your findings 

Video  

Steps  

 

B1. Global Satellite data 

Satellite imagery from Sentinel satellites can be viewed online through the ArcGIS Online 

tool Sentinel Explorer. Different instruments on Sentinel satellites can give useful views of 

data relevant to exploring forests in Ireland and elsewhere. 

 

By clicking on the ‘Renderer’ button, you can change the view of the satellite imagery. 

Initially, the Sentinel Explorer will show the ‘Natural Color’ imagery – the view of the earth 

from space as how we would see it. In this view, you can see all the ‘visible light’, light that 

we are able to see with our eyes. 

 

The Sentinel satellites also collect light that we cannot see with our eyes, including infrared 

shortwave light. Click on the ‘Choose Rendering’ list and select ‘Vegetation Index’. This 

view highlights vegetation, as light reflects off of the leaves The ‘green’ areas are higher 

levels of identified vegetation, and the imagery allows you to explore vegetation in your 

area. The views in this tool can be brought into ArcGIS Online maps. 

 

https://maynoothuniversity-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/sasha_brown_mu_ie/EbAVmKO28BFIj4c-L4Ur8WoB3TgikJlkGOxVVz46CUkpoA?e=srFwGJ
https://scribehow.com/shared/CC_Detectives_1__Making_a_webmap__bI-Yy45oQkaldaODQ7jzUw
https://maynoothuniversity-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/sasha_brown_mu_ie/ET-y6Y4WE6JOlQ13xogOKbYBxuxW26RIQ6dDrUgbxWoYFA?e=MdWmQf
https://maynoothuniversity-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/sasha_brown_mu_ie/EU9AuXN2HUpFuL2zcv-UayYBwzc2v_5S3Rm7o3RFPxG2fA?e=jrh67U
https://scribehow.com/shared/CC_Detectives_3__Creating_you_StoryMap__yAyoguDJRtqw3LV0asex4w
https://sentinel2explorer.esri.com/


 

 

 

Figure 3. The Sentinel Explorer tool showing an index of vegetation health near Killarney, Co. Kerry. The 'swipe' function is 
turned on to interactively show landmarks, towns and villages. The red squares highlight the renderer button to change the 
view to the Vegetation Index and other views, and the ‘Save’ button which allows you to save the view to ArcGIS Online. 

If you are logged in to ArcGIS Online in the Sentinel Explorer, you can click the ‘Save’ button 

to save the satellite imagery as a layer in ArcGIS Online, which can be presented as maps, 

web maps, and can be added to other ways of presenting spatial data, including narrative-

based StoryMaps. 

 

Globally, living plants contain 500 billion metric tons of carbon, more than 60 times the 

amount of carbon released to the atmosphere by humans each year. Included in the 

resources of this project is a “World Biomass” spatial dataset that can be added to your 

maps showing the amount of Carbon stored in biomass in areas across the world, as tons of 

Carbon stored per hectare. In this dataset, each square-kilometre has an estimated amount 

of carbon stored in the living vegetation, and this estimation is made based a range of 

resources, including satellite-derived data, and compiled according to a method designed by 

the UN International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). 

 

This layer can be added to a map in ArcGIS Online. You can also read more about this layer 

here: World Biomass Layer 

https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=265ffc95d7f74280b6952752244b8f81


 

 

This resource is part of an effort to create a “Global Ecosystems Map”, which you can 

explore further here . 

 

 

Figure 4. World Biomass Layer zoomed in to Co. Kerry and clicking on the map shows the amount of carbon stored in 
biomass in a place near Killarney, Co. Kerry. 

B2. National Data 

By completing the three challenges in the “SatelliteSkill5” app, you have unlocked layers  in 

your ArcGIS Online account. These include: 

- Landcover: the type of land using EU defined categories 

- Orthophotography: high resolution aerial imagery of the land from Ordnance Survey 

Ireland. 

- Nature preservation areas: Designated preservation areas in Ireland 

- Vegetation from Sentinel: measures of vegetation location derived from satellite 

imagery 

 

These layers can be viewed as a map, including the CORINE landcover data, which uses 

satellite imagery to classify landcover across the entire world by EU defined categories. 

 

https://story.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJournal/index.html?appid=dc91db9f6409462b887ebb1695b9c201&webmap=dd6f7f93d54341a69a47002696cf5744


 

 

B3. Local 

What information can you gather about forests in your local area? In your county, province 

or region? 

 

Ground Truth - When using satellite imagery in the field of Remote Sensing – the collection 

and study of data gathered from far away, usually in the form of images of the earth – it is 

important to confirm your findings by checking ‘on the ground’, and visiting locations. This 

process is called ‘Ground Truthing’. This allows you, the researcher, to relate what you find 

to the images and spatial datasets and check that your analysis is correct. 

 

How can you ‘ground truth’ your observations about forests and trees in your local area? 

 

This step is an important part of collecting and analysing primary and secondary data 

sources. This step could include: 

- Checking your local school or home area to confirm that features were correctly 

identified in the imagery 

- Find more detailed information than available in the spatial datasets, ex. The types 

and density of trees in a nearby area. 

- Identify if things have changed in your local area since the dataset or imagery was 

captured. Are things different than the recent satellite imagery? Is it different now 

than some of the secondary datasets, such as the conservation areas, biomass 

estimate, or land cover? 

With these tools, you can put together many research projects looking at the influence of 

trees and forests in your local areas. These include: 

• What areas in your local region contribute most to carbon storage? 

Figure 5. An ArcGIS Online webmap with CORINE landcover dataof the area around Killarney, Co. Kerry, highlighting the 
different types of forests south of Killarney, including Broad Leaf and Coniferous forests. 



 

 

• How can you learn from the satellite imagery and other sources about potential 

areas and ways that forests could store more carbon and further work to reduce 

climate change? 

• Are there forested or preservation areas that may not effectively be managed or 

working towards this goal? Use Corine, Vegetation index, and aerial imagery to 

identify if forested areas are new or old growth, dense or sparsely forested, and 

other qualities important to understanding forest health and carbon storage.  

C - Your Climate Detective work is complete.  It’s now time to MAKE A 

DIFFERENCE! (PHASE 3) 

Based on the results and conclusions from phase 2, teams decide on actions to be taken to 

address the climate problem they investigated. What actions could you take as individuals 

or as a community, to reduce greenhouse gas/promote forests in your area or region? 

 

Think about how you might take on these issues yourself. 

 

How might the technology that you have used in this project be useful towards making a 

difference on this issue? 

 

Think about how making a difference can including: 

- Taking action 

- Raising awareness on an issue 

- Using technology in different ways 

 

 

 

 


